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handed on to the consumer in the form of lower prices. They
were diverted into dividends, reserves, bigger salaries and
bonuses* Various shapes of monopoly, like trusts in disguise,
mergers, combinations in mining and manufacturing, helped
keep prices up, even while new machinery, better production
methods and services of "efficiency experts'* increased the
over-all output of American labor by more than a third in
the decade after the First World War. In some trades, like
automobiles, productive efficiency was reported to have
tripled.
But from this plenitude the average consumer gathered
only the crumbs, and even the producer reaped merely a
shortsighted advantage. To reckon profit not for a day or
season, but upon a broad and long-term base of buying
power, might have proved wiser. Posterity would probably
agree with the retrospective view of Hoover who, after praise
for the technologists, remarked:
When we fully understand the economic history of the
'twenties, we shall find that the debacle which terminated
another apparently highly prosperous period was largely
contributed by a failure of industry to pass its improvement
(through labor-saving devices) on to the consumer.
Some others were less inclined to praise the engineers than
to damn them. Their ingenuity, it was charged, had sup-
planted men with machines. The effect of invention in up-
setting group equilibrium was, of course, no novelty. In the
past, management had sometimes shown reluctance to scrap
old equipment for new; more often, labor feared the "immi-
gration of iron men/* Naturally at the first threat of spread-
ing unemployment the machine was indicted, for this
generation was less apt than its forefathers to accept all ca-
lamities as mysterious visitations of Providence. Soon, in the
wake of apprehensions that technology had done its job too
well, came a flock of ideas about social engineering. Could
not the same magic which had rid the factory of waste and

